
 



Mindstars CIC is a social enterprise focused on educating and empowering children to live
more fulfilling lives. 

Our approach is to invest in our children and young people to support their mental health and
wellbeing, removing the barriers that poverty and poor mental health brings. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted, isolated and financially effected many families in our
community, and never before has there been a more important time to focus on the wellbeing of the
children of these families. 

Recent statistics highlight that 1 in 6 children are likely to have a mental health problem.  This
statistic is a stark reminder of the mental health crisis we are in. Children deserve the right to mental
health education and support from early on to ensure they have the best opportunities to thrive.

Our Star Hub based in North Shields provides children aged 5-11 and their families with the vital tools
they need to manage and maintain positive mental health. Our entire ethos is to provide engaging, and
enriching activities which support the development of resilience, character and wellbeing along with
their wider educational attainment.  We make this difficult topic fun, and we are certainly making
progress in our community already.

Rebecca Hetherington - Co-Founder & CEO
Our CEO Rebecca Hetherington is a qualified therapist with lived experience. She
manages the team to ensure we deliver exceptional support in our community.  She has
recently been awarded the COVID Hero Award for The Pride of Newcastle University
Awards 2021, for her support to children and families throughout the pandemic.

Marisa May - Co-Founder & Managing Director
Marisa, a parent with lived experience, has many years' experience managing reports,
monitoring projects and leads on the monitoring of the delivery, capturing feedback,
lessons learned, and reporting.

Zoe Payne - Community Development Manager (CDM)
Our highly experienced CDM manages and delivers the activities from our Hub.  Zoe has
has a strong background in running workshops and classes for children and adults
including those with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND).  

Our Team



Changing future outcomes for children 
Enabling children to live more fulfilling lives 
Enabling children and young people to play a positive role in their community 
Breaking down mental health stigma 
Reducing the need for responsive mental health services and crisis support 
Reduction in suicide rates 

Workshops - focused on improving skills, making friendships,  building confidence, and of course
having fun in a safe place.
Drama & Performance – working on self-esteem and confidence, which will benefit their futures
and expand their potential.
Creativity Classes – Teaching mindfulness with the Arts, which is proven to reduce stress and
anxiety. 
Support Sessions – Group sessions for young people to talk, provide peer support, and have
access to a safe place.
Parent/Guardian support, offering a full family approach

Star Hub

Mindstars focus is on removing the barriers that poverty and poor mental health brings to children
and young people. We do this by educating matters of the mind from an early age. 

Benefits of proactive early intervention:

Our Star Hub Services include:

100% recommend, great staff and there to offer support/advice. I can't thank them
enough for everything they've done for my 4 children over their time here they've loved
every second of going. 
My son who's ADHD, ASD, and deaf never gets this excited about going to school but
has got up raring to go to Mindstars. Normally the summer is spent full of struggles
and sending them here has been a huge benefit to their emotional wellbeing.



HAF2021.ORG
Holiday Activities & Food Programme (HAF) 2021

In 2020, Marcus Rashford passionately campaigned for children in receipt of free 
school meals to have access to food over the summer.  

The Government acted, and the HAF2021 Programme was rolled out for Summer 2021.

Mindstars partnered with North Tyneside Council to be one of the many providers that ensured
children across North Tyneside were able to take advantage of a free programme of 
activities designed to help them be healthy and active.

Backed by the Department for Education, more than 7,000 children who were eligible for free school
meals were able to access free activities throughout the school summer holidays, all of which
included a healthy meal to contribute to a balanced diet.
There were wide range of activities available, from cycling and football to swimming, cooking,
wellbeing and arts.

It also presented a perfect opportunity for children to try new activities and find new interests or
hobbies, as well as explore new flavours and foods with healthy meals; so parents can buy with
confidence in future knowing the smaller members of the family are a fan!

The programme aimed to support families during the school holidays when keeping them
entertained, getting them moving and planning three meals a day can all bring added pressure,
financially and otherwise.
Having listened to families to establish what kinds of activities there is an appetite for, North
Tyneside Council has worked with local organisations to plan a full schedule of activities across the
borough. The programme aimed to engage, entertain, and enrich young people’s lives during their
time off school, developing a lasting interest in new sports and activities.

We were delighted to be part of the HAF programme this year. So many families in
our community have highlighted to us their struggles not only financially, but
mentally. We felt we were perfectly aligned to deliver the requirements of the HAF,
whilst supporting the wellbeing of the children an families we reached. It has been a
resounding success, and something we hope to deliver again in 2022.

Rebecca Hetherington - CEO.



Support with anxiety 
Support with anger
Self Confidence
Resilience
Friendship Skills
Socialising
Wider support for parents and guardians to access advice 

Mindstars Summer Camp

Our proposal to North Tyneside Council, was to offer a full 10am – 3pm Holiday Camp from our Hub
based in Albion House, North Shields.  Delivering all of the HAF objectives, we set up to deliver 5 days
per week for 20 children each day in receipt of free school meals, whilst supporting the families of the
children who attend. 

Our Activities

All of our activities are designed to help children feel empowered, confident, resilient and supported.
During our continual consultation with our community over the last year via our Parent & Carer
Community Group and our Covid-19 Survey, we have based all our clubs, sessions, workshops, resources
and support from our Hub on the key areas that families required support. 

These were highlighted as:

Our programme of activities was designed to give children the opportunity to learn the vital skills that
will benefit them throughout childhood and into adulthood, by bringing them together to learn, play
and thrive throughout the summer, whilst being provided with a daily healthy meal.

Throughout the holiday period, Mindstars invited all parents/guardians of children to discuss their
child’s week, highlight any further support needs to incorporate into our activities (such as more focus
on key areas like confidence building) and provided an opportunity for families to request a free 1 to 1
session should they feel they need some support with their child’s wellbeing at home. 
 
Mindstars chose to partner with Kiki’s Kabin for the supply of daily lunches throughout the holiday
period. Kiki’s Cabin have an award-winning 5-star food hygiene rating café and soft play and are located
in our ward.  We also arranged weekly visit to Kiki's Kabin Softplay Centre.



What a SUMMER!

Throughout our 6 weeks of delivery, the impact we
made is something we are very proud of. Even COVID
didn't stop us!  

For our first full 6 weeks provision since we were established in
2020, the HAF program has solidified what we knew we could
achieve. Our Community Development Manager, Zoe Payne,
worked incredibly hard over the summer to plan and deliver
activities that would leave a long lasting positive impact to the
children we reached.
We had to close in week 5 due to a positive COVID case,
however we had already pre planned for this and went straight
into a week of digital activities, sessions and fun.

Did we achieve what we set out to do?
The answer to this is most definitely yes, we achieved
everything we set out to do, and more. From removing barriers
that stopped children accessing summer provisions, to creating
a safe space for them to express themselves and feel
empowered. We increased confidence and social skills.  
When we asked the children to sum up what Mindstars means to
them at the end of the summer, what they shared with us will
drive us forward to continue to support our community.

What does Mindstars mean to the children?

I cant wait

for next 

SUMMER!

I LOVE
MINDSTARS!

You are

the  

BEST!
AMAZING!

Lots of fun!

It's not just a 
summer camp,

its HOME

Mindstars is 
better thanpizza!



Dedicated support and advice provided to parents & guardians

Our CEO, being a qualified therapist with many years experience, provided advice and guidance to parents
and guardians throughout the summer.

From discussing coping mechanisms, helping address anxiety and behaviour changes, to signposting
families for further support. 

We assisted 7 families to help support their children's needs and provided advice and guidance throughout
the summer. The outcome of our support has lead to further inclusion of children in our community,
overcoming of barriers for some children, progress made towards a better quality of life, assistance in
signposting and diagnosis. We also provided support to parents and guardians for their own wellbeing.

SEND and additional Needs

Throughout the summer we worked with 8 children with a range of special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND). Needs ranged from Autism, Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA), Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD),
Non-verbal, social anxiety, health anxiety, bereavement and hearing impairment.
We ensured we supported the needs of each child and worked with the families to ensure their time with
us was beneficial, enjoyable, and enabled them to be included.

Would 100% recommend, great staff always friendly and there to offer
support/advice. I can't thank them enough for everything they've done for my 4
children over their time here, they've loved every second of going. My son who has
ADHD, ASD and deaf never gets this excited about going to school but has got up
raring to go to Mindstars. I can not thank you guys enough normally the summer is
spent full of struggles with him and sending them here has been a huge benefit to
his emotional wellbeing. Thank you for being such a great team I can not thank you
enough."



Tailored Delivery

Throughout the summer as we got to know each individual child,
we tailored our delivery to match their needs. 

An example of this is with our purchase of ear defenders, which
benefited many children, and our Daily Newsletter. 

Child A, diagnosed with Autism and ADHD, has not been able to
take part in clubs or activities like this before.  His parent wanted
him to enjoy the same opportunities as his brother, so we worked
together to identify how we can make his time with us enjoyable
and beneficial.
A Daily Newsletter was introduced, which was sent to the child
each day to inform him of the following days activities.

This newsletter was highly successful and helped the child feel
prepared and more relaxed each day.  The child grew with
confidence and had a greater chance of inclusion over the summer.

Food Packages

We understand the needs of our community. North Tyneside has
a high poverty rate, and we are aware of the struggles families
face.  We worked in partnership with Karbon Homes and Feeding
Families to supply family food boxes to families in need.
 
The food boxes were a very welcome addition to the support we
provided throughout the summer.
Each food package contained a weeks worth of food with over a
months shelf life.  The packages were a huge help to families
over the summer.

Gifts Provided

Mindstars provided all children with 50 our own mental health
resource books and 25 adventure boxes for them to enjoy at
home. We additionally provided all parents with parent and
carer wellbeing advice books, recipes and nutrition information
and signposting information.
We also handed out 20 amazing bags provided North Tyneside
Participation Team.



Roles Created Over the Summer

Mindstars were able to create three additional temporary Summer Camp Assistant positions with the
help of the HAF programme.
We held many interviews in July 2021 and found 3 perfect members of staff to work with us to deliver
an amazing Summer Camp.

Meryl - Mindstars Summer Camp Assistant
Meryl was looking for an opportunity to gain valuable experience prior to beginning her new chosen
career, early years childcare. Meryl is extremely passionate about helping children reach their potential
socially, emotionally and intellectually, and has delivered this in abundance throughout the summer. 
From Mindstars, Meryl is moving into Primary School teaching, and we are sure the experience of the
summer will have helped her in her new role.  

Sarah - Mindstars Summer Camp Assistant
Sarah is currently a trainee teacher at Northumbria University. She was seeking work experience with
children in an education setting which made her a perfect fit for the team.  
Having her work with us as Summer Camp Assistant was a great experience for Sarah, and for the
children she supported. We have no doubt she will make an amazing teacher.

Nick - Mindstars Summer Camp Assistant
Nick came to us in week two as Summer Camp Assistant, due to the increasing number of SEND children
we had in attendance.  Nick's expertise was a valued contribution to the Summer Camp, and his support
and dedication was outstanding.

"Mindstars is a wonderful organisation. They strive to help children in all aspects of their lives. Inspiring
young minds through games, activities and crafts. I feel so lucky to be a part of such an amazing team.
All of the children here this summer are so lovely, kind and full of life, 
It has been an absolute joy to be here with each and everyone of them. I love seeing children blossom,
come into their own whether that's trying something new or being proud of themselves and their
accomplishments. It is fantastic to have such a rewarding job."

"I am so happy to be part of Mindstars Summer Camp as I love the values behind setting up the camp.
Each day is full of fun games and actives which I enjoy just as much as the children!
I love working with children as every day is a different day! I love listening to their stories and their
imaginations. I also love putting a smile on their face and making them feel confident and being a part
of building their self esteem!  In 5 years time I see my self being a primary school teacher hopefully
having the experience of working internationally."

"I have specialised in working within the creative art with young people and adults with learning
disabilities and autism for the last 6 years, alongside my music career. I have loved being part of this
years Summer Camp, it is amazing to have been part of such a brilliant team and see first hand how
much enjoyment the children get from taking part and coming to Mindstars".



Amazing with SEND children,  all staff are outstanding

Would like to say thank you to all the staff at Mindstars for having my Millie in for the past 2
weeks, she has really enjoyed herself . All the staff are lovely and easily approachable!                    

 I would definitely recommend Mindstars.

Would 100% recommend, great staff always friendly and ther to offer support/advice. I can't
thank them enough for everything they've done for my 4 children over ther time here they've
loved every second of going. My son who's adhd, asd and deaf never gets this excited about

going to school but has got up raring to go to mindstars. I can not thank u guys enough
normally the summer is spent full of struggles with him and sending them here has been a

huge benefit to his emotional wellbeing. Thank you for being such a great team!

They are amazing! 100% committed to what they do

Staff always very helpful and kind. Eva loved her time there and also made
some good friendships.

Every single staff member in Mindstars are fabulous made my daughter feel at
home straightaway and always available when needing to ask a question etc.

My daughter was extremely shy and quiet I was quite worried about her going in a different
environment for a full day, but she absolutely thrived in the Mindstars club her confidence

has blossomed and she started a new year group at school a totally different child.

Mindstars helped my daughter to begin to fully appreciate other people’s views
and opinions. We still have a way to go but it’s a good start!

My daughter comes across as confident but is actually really self conscious so
for her to get up and sing in the talent show was amazing. 

 
My child isn’t that good with new people but Mindstars helped me and

welcomed him, super grateful



My daughter comes across as confident but is actually really self conscious so
for her to get up and sing in the talent show was amazing.

What's Next?

After the success of our Summer Camp, we are going full steam ahead to expand our support
throughout our community. We are determined to provide our support and services to children
throughout the North East, and fight against the rising mental health crisis.

Our next steps over the next 12 months include:

After school Clubs
Engaging, educational and fun clubs to help children explore mental health topics, gain confidence, and
have access to a safe space.

Half Term Clubs
We will continue to deliver holiday clubs to provide children with access to activities and food.

School Workshops
We are currently expanding to include in-school workshops to educate full schools in mental health and
give children the opportunity to learn vital skills that will benefit them throughout their lives.

Corporate Workshops
Corporate Workshops will be made available in the next 6 months to provide companies with the
opportunity to employees mental health education to help them support their children at home.

Partnerships
We are currently looking to partner with organisations to deliver their social value aims in our
community.  We have many opportunities to work with companies who want to give back to the
communities they serve. 

For us to continue to deliver the amazing impact in our community, we need the
support of Local organisations.  Partnerships are so important to us, if you want

to hear more about how we can collaborate, please get in touch.



 
info@mindstars.co.uk 

SPORTS WEEKSPORTS WEEKSPORTS WEEK      

What a start to our Summer Camp!

Expressing their feelings on our mood board  
Making their own Olympic teams and kits
Making their own Olympic torches
Taking part in sports and games
Learning about nutrition
Self expression and self appreciation
Trip to the soft play
a daily healthy meal provided by Kiki's Kabin!

Well although we had a later start this week due to being a staff member down, we
have certainly made up for it with the activities!  
All children had a great time at our Star Hub, and it was wonderful to see them 
full of smiles.

This week the children took part in:
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SPORTS WEEKSPORTS WEEKSPORTS WEEK      
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STAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEK

KOREY
 

For his leadership skills, help
and kindness throughout the

week.
 



BEACH WEEK!BEACH WEEK!BEACH WEEK!   
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BEACH BASH BOSH!

Expressing their feelings on our mood board  
Taking part in treasure hunts and pirate games
Special visit from RockPool School with some sea creatures!
Special Visit from Claire Thew who took them through a
presentation on saving our oceans and sea life, and lead some
wonderful recycling games and art activities.
Learning about nutrition through Food Bingo with Sarah and
fun games with Meryl!
RECYCOBOT!  Our children made robots from recyclable
materials and we had a cat walk!
2 trips to the soft play
a daily healthy meal provided by Kiki's Kabin!

This week the children took part in:

What an amazing adventure we all had this week!! 
The rain may have called off our beach trip, but that didn't stop

us from having fun!
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ROCKPOOL SCHOOL VISITED!
The wonderful Nicola visited the Hub from RockPool
School!  The children absolutely loved the activities

(and so did we!). They got to hold sea creatures, had a
lovely book read to them, and created their own rock

pools and art!  THANK YOU NICOLA!
 

We cant wait for your next visit!
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 As part of our environmental focus for beach week, the
children took part in RECYOBOT Challenge where they
worked together to design a robot from plastic and
cardboard waste, it was so much fun!.  AND...we had the
fantastic Claire Thew from Venture Zero NE CIC visit us!
Claire took the children through an interactive presentation
which explains the effects of plastic on our oceans and sea
life.  We also played some recycling games that educate
children in looking after our planet, and we had lots of arts
and crafts!  THANK YOU CLAIRE!! 
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STAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEK

KARL
 

For his caring nature and his
help in the Hub! 

You are amazing Karl!
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FILM WEEKFILM WEEKFILM WEEK   

What an amazing  week!  The children have 
 had so much movie themed fun, and a special

day trip too!

Harry Potter Day, with lots of games and activities
designed by our fantastic Zoe, and super creative props
made by our lovely Meryl!
Monster Art, designing their own cool monsters.
Smoothy Making!  The children each made their own 

Special visit to The Centre for Life to explore, learn 

Drive through movie!  They each made their own cars
from boxes, painted them, and enjoyed  watching LUCA
with some popcorn
Movie bingo, which was a lot of fun!
Trip to Kiki's Kabin 
A daily healthy meal provided by Kiki's Kabin too!

This week the children took part in:

       fruit smoothy with our fab Sarah, YUM!

       and play!
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FILM WEEKFILM WEEKFILM WEEK   

Harry Potter Day!  We had so much fun!
Harry Potter games and activities designed
by Zoe, and our super creative Meryl made
some fantastic props! 
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FILM WEEKFILM WEEKFILM WEEK   

As part of our Harry Potter day, our
amazing Sarah assisted the children in
making a fruit smoothy potion, healthy
and magical! They loved making them!
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FILM WEEKFILM WEEKFILM WEEK   

Thanks to North Tyneside Council and 
The Centre for Life, we had the opportunity to
take the children for a fab day out on Tuesday!
They explored, played, had a healthy lunch,
and had so much fun! Take a look!
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STAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEK

RYLEE
 

For his amazing attitude,
kindness and wonderful

nature. YOU ARE AMAZING!



 

OUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEK

As this was our last week, we changed things up a bit!  We took
all the best parts out of the Summer Camp and we put them all
in the final week...and what an amazing week it was!

2 visits to Kikis Kabin!
A trip to  Northumberland Park for a nature scavenger

A visit from the amazing Nicola from RockPool School!
Arts and Crafts
Mindfulness and reflection
Nutrition education and games
Mindstars Got Talent - where they each performed
Sports and games in the field
Group games at the Hub
A daily healthy meal provided by Kiki's Kabin 

This week the children took part in:

       hunt and a picnic!

Families were also provided with fantastic food boxes 
thanks to Karbon Homes and Feeding Families!
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OUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEK

TRIP TO NORTHUMBERLAND PARK!
The children all loved our nature scavenger hunt in Northumberland Park.  
They spotted squirrels, butterflies, and many more! We all had a picnic too,

provided by the wonderful Kiki's Kabin!  THANK YOU KIKI'S!



ROCKPOOL
SCHOOL 

VISIT!
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OUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEK



OUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEKOUR FINAL WEEK
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With a special
performance

from 

NICK
CELINO!



STAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEKSTAR OF THE WEEK
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DARCIE
 

For her wonderful nature, her
willingness to take part, and
her enthusiasm. You are an 

 inspiration Darcie!

And that's a wrap for our Summer Camp 2021!
Special thanks from us, the children and families go to...

And a HUGE
thank you to

ZOE for
making this

Summer
AMAZING!


